
Ideal Conceal Cell Phone Gun  
(Semi-Auto) 
Country: USA, Cartridge: .380 Auto, 

Feed: Breech fed 2 rounds. 

Weight: .88 lbs. (.4 kg),  

Barrel Length: 3.1 in. (7.9 cm) 

Approx. Effective Range: 16 ft. (5 m) 

Damage: 2D6, Cost: $400 

Notes: Engineered to look like a cell 

phone or other personal digital device, 

the gun can be carried on a belt 

holster and look totally inconspicuous. 

It still looks like a gun when viewed 

under an x-ray machine, however. 

Anyone trying to visually identify this 

as a pistol worn by someone by using 

the Recognize Weapon Quality skill is -20%. Remember, that’s on top of any penalty 

suffered(half) if the weapon is not handled by the examiner. 

Carry with confidence, Conceal in style. 

In today’s day and age, carrying a concealed pistol has become a necessity. But what 

if you didn’t have to conceal? That’s where Ideal Conceal comes in. Smart phones are 

EVERYWHERE, so your new pistol will easily blend in with today’s environment. In its 

locked position it will be virtually undetectable because it hides in plain sight. 

Considered by most to be a “Derringer in disguise”, I see this easily concealable pistol 

as a way of not attracting attention if a PC needs to investigate an area with 

civilians/people present, and as a last-ditch weapon against an unexpected attack by 

a cultist/witch/human/mortal targets. It may injure a monster, but I wouldn't bet 

my life on ever destroying one with it. 

Its range is limited and only has 2 shots, but if you need to be in an area where you 

don't want your PC's risking unwanted attention but still want something for self-

defense, this one is a smart carry. It’s also designed with safety in mind and cannot 

fire unless the grip is opened. 

Complied by: Detective Bill Schoen and Steven Dawes 

                                                                                     


